Class of 1968 Memories: Remember and Celebrate!

For anyone interested in viewing the videos prepared for our 50th again, or for the first time, below is a list briefly describing each video and providing a link. Enjoy!

- **(7:10) LC CLASS OF '68 50TH GRADS 2282018** [https://youtu.be/j3iZrPqHeXM](https://youtu.be/j3iZrPqHeXM) includes the 1968 Yearbook graduation pictures of our class members, a few special recognitions, and captions, all with appropriate musical background.

- **(4:05) UPDATED LC CLASS OF '68 55TH GRADS SPECIAL RECOG 2023 5 10** [https://youtu.be/dIRReVWfQ5k](https://youtu.be/dIRReVWfQ5k) honors those Luther Class of 1968 members who have received special recognition at, or after, graduation, because of special contributions they made to Luther.

- **(3:19) LC CLASS OF '68 50TH 67-68 FAC STAFF PLUS BONUS 10282018** [https://youtu.be/AzL8zLrSsEM](https://youtu.be/AzL8zLrSsEM) features Luther Faculty and Staff members pictured in the 1968 Yearbook PLUS Bonus viewing of Selected Pictures with SPECIAL Music.

- **(4:08) REVISED TO AVOID COPYRIGHT ISSUES LC CLASS OF '68 50TH REVISED INTRO 64-65** [https://youtu.be/vY2i70U-Xs4](https://youtu.be/vY2i70U-Xs4) provides context for the times as we were getting ready to attend Luther, and summarizes our first year at Luther, with pictures, a few additional captions, and music.

- **(2:53) LC CLASS OF '68 50TH 65-66 9112017** [https://youtu.be/vlRKhQI4PUk](https://youtu.be/vlRKhQI4PUk) demonstrates that during the 1965-66 Academic Year we continued to contribute to campus life, and even became a little more adventuresome!

- **(4:10) LC CLASS OF '68 50TH 66-67 9072017** [https://youtu.be/vlRKhQI4PUk](https://youtu.be/vlRKhQI4PUk) During the 1966-1967 Academic Year, many classmates contributed through working on Chips, making music, participating in Speech and Debate, artistic endeavors, participating in exchange semesters, and success in Sports. Speakers made us aware of the “Dilemma of War” through the AAUP Lecture Series, and students expressed their Vietnam War views with protests.

- **(6:06) LC CLASS OF '68 50TH 67-68 5102018** [https://youtu.be/WYIHLWcPPHc](https://youtu.be/WYIHLWcPPHc) summarizes our last year together at Luther, with several musical and other audio excerpts featuring The Beatles, The Byrds, The Monkees, Dion, Roy Orbison, the Luther Fight Song, and, appropriately, the movie “The Graduate”.

- **(6:20) UPDATED LC CLASS OF '68 50TH IN MEMORIAM as of 2023 7 1** [https://youtu.be/LR3QeBW1yAw](https://youtu.be/LR3QeBW1yAw) remembers classmates who are no longer with us, with their pictures and vocal versions of “On Eagle’s Wings” and “For All the Saints” as background music. The video includes those classmates who Luther knows have passed away as of July 1, 2023.

  *If you know of any additions or corrections, please email Warren Luckner at wluckner2@unl.edu.*

- **(6:34) LC CLASS OF '68 50TH ALUM PICS 2021 3 13 COR** [https://youtu.be/g53AvEuWF3g](https://youtu.be/g53AvEuWF3g) was created from pictures provided by classmates (some of which were a bit risqué and made the video author blush). The video author added background music that he thought fit the pictures and captions in a way that might add to the “entertainment” value of the video.

- **(1:13) LC CLASS OF '68 50TH FY WISH 6182018** [https://youtu.be/nVRJMuZU3Zg](https://youtu.be/nVRJMuZU3Zg) conveys a heartfelt wish for members of Luther’s Class of 1968.